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“Time does not heal all wounds, but time softens the 
intensity of grief.” Anonymous

“It is natural to consider what could have been done 
differently, but to dwell on blame is not constructive. In 
reflecting on our experience, I know that I have gained 
a new perspective on quality of life for pets and what 
that means for them and us.” 
- Steven Glass, Veterinary Medical Center client

We will not have the intensity of the pain and sorrow we 
had at the beginning of our grief. We will go on with life 
and find a new normal for us, but life will never be as it 
was before the death...” Carole Dyck, R.N

Grief is a healthy and normal response to loss. Attempting 
to suppress feelings of grief can actually prolong the 
grieving process. Grief can feel like being lost. The familiar 
things we relied on to live each day are gone. We must 
find new anchors or stabilizers along the way and learn a 
new way of relating to the world and people around us. It 
is also common to replay the last moments of your pet’s 
life repeatedly in your mind, like a videotape that keeps 
playing the same scene over and over. No one can hurry 
the process or provide a magic cure for grief. When grief is 
new, it is common to feel exhausted: physically, emotionally, 
and spiritually. Changes in appetite, sleeping patterns, or 
health are frequently reported. Those who are grieving 
often describe feelings of being out of control, isolation, and 
loneliness. Things that seemed so important before may now 
seem trivial. Others may experience a sense of “life isn’t fair” 
or being in a tunnel or fog while everyday life swirls around 
them. All of these feelings are normal and part of the grieving 
process, which follows no organized plan, rules, timetable, 
formula, or schedule. Don’t be surprised if you start to feel 
better, and then feel as if a wave has hit you. There will be 
ups and downs in the process of grieving

Guilt and uncertainty are probably two of the most common 
emotions that people experience after the death of their pet. 
You may find yourself thinking continuously about what you 
perceive you could have, should have, or would have done 
to prevent or postpone your pet’s death.

Some suggestions for coping with guilt include:

1. Be truthful with yourself about why you feel guilty.

2. Write a letter to your pet expressing feelings you may be 
struggling with.

3. Do a reality check. Most people assume that if they had 
done something differently, the outcome would have been 
better. It’s just as likely, however, that if you had done 
things differently, the outcome would have been the same.

4. Remember that you are human. No one is perfect. 
Accepting your imperfections will aid you in working 
through your emotions.

5. Remember that all living things die. There is not always an 
answer to why bad things happen and you do not have to 
find someone (yourself or others) or something to blame. 
Realize that sometimes you are powerless and that you 
cannot control everything that happens to your loved 
ones. What you can control is how you choose to respond 
to the events that happen in your life.

6. Try writing or talking to a trusted friend or advisor about 
your thoughts and feelings of guilt. Expressing your 
concerns in a safe and supportive environment can help 
you examine your emotions from a different perspective.

The purpose of healthy grieving is not to “get over” the 
death of a loved one, but to integrate the experience of a 
pet’s death into present life. In this process, it is not unusual 
for certain memories of your pet to become blurred. This 
does not mean that you are forgetting your pet or that your 
love is diminished. The truth is, you will ALWAYS love this 
very special member of your family. The hope is that as time 
goes on, the feelings of sadness will become less difficult. 
In the beginning, you may be sad to think or talk about your 
companion animal. Eventually, the hope is that you will be 
able to talk and even smile or laugh at good memories.

Coping effectively with grief... 
“is not the process of forgetting, 
it is the process of remembering 

with less pain and more joy.”

- Marie-José Dhaese
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“You don’t heal from a loss because time passes, you heal because of 
what you do with that time.” - Carol Crandell

“Our animals shepherd us through certain eras of our lives. When we are 
ready to turn the corner and make it on our own, they let us go.”  Anonymous

While there is no standard duration for grief, the pain of loss normally eases 
with time. You can work through the process by applying healthy coping skills, 
such as talking with others about your memories and emotions and facing the 
grief, rather than trying to stay distracted or busy to avoid intense emotions. If 
your feelings of sorrow or guilt have not diminished after several weeks or if 
they impair your ability to engage in family, social, work, or other functions, you 
may wish to reach out for support. Many people have found comfort in calling a 
pet loss support hotline, joining a pet loss support group, reading books about 
coping with the death of a pet, or talking with a trusted counselor or advisor.

The decision about bringing another animal into the home is very personal. 
Some families may decide not to adopt a new companion animal because of the 
emotional, physical, or financial demands involved with companion animal care. 
Others may feel the time is right to share their home and heart with another pet.

The time to consider adopting a new companion animal is when the entire family 
has had sufficient time to deal with the emotions of grief. Adopting too soon 
can lead to feelings of guilt or resentment toward the new family member. The 
important thing to remember is that bringing another animal into the home is not 
a betrayal of the one that is gone. You will never replace the one you’ve lost. You 
will simply be opening your home and heart to a new friend.

For families who want to consider adoption, it will be important to remember 
that each companion animal has a special and unique personality. Take time to 
discuss different sizes, breeds, or colors before making a final decision. Consider 
the needs and temperament of any surviving companion animals.

Some owners would like a way to memorialize their companion animal. The 
following are some ways that others have found helpful:

■ Conduct a memorial service 

■ Keep your pet’s tags, toys, collars, bedding, etc.

■ Keep your horse’s shoes, tail, mane hair

■ Save condolence cards or e-mails from friends and family

■ Create a picture collage, scrapbook, story, or poem about your pet

■ If you chose cremation, you may keep the ashes in an urn or locket, or you 
may choose to scatter them in a place that was special to your pet

■ Journal your pet’s story; how, when, and where you met, unique personality 
traits, nicknames, what you love the most, and what you’ll miss the most

■ Donate time, money, or talent in your pet’s honor (to a rescue organization, 
humane society, or veterinary medical center)

Seeking Support

Adopting Again

Celebrate Your Pet’s Life

Coping with the Loss of a Companion Animal

The mission of the Honoring the Bond 
program is to recognize and honor the 
human-animal bond by providing support 
to companion animal owners. Honoring 
the Bond program services are available, 
at no cost, to clients of the Ohio State 
Veterinary Medical Center.

Our social workers can assist in the 
following ways:

• Act as a liaison between the 
companion animal owner and 
veterinary medical team

• Provide crisis intervention during 
difficult situations

• Assist in processing difficult decisions 
(quality of life assessments, treatment 
decisions)

• Be present before, during, and/or after 
euthanasia

• Facilitate family discussions with 
children 

• Provide assessment and referral for 
further follow-up counseling, if needed

• Provide resources, including reading 
lists, websites, counselor and pet loss 
support group referrals, cremation/
burial resources, memorial ideas, etc.

If you would like to speak with someone 
from the Honoring the Bond program, 
you may:

• Ask your clinician, student, or client 
services representative to contact us 

• Contact us directly at (614) 247-8607

• Access our website and email at: 
vet.osu.edu/honoringthebond


